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NAHE:

AGE:

FEBRUARY 1970 • CASE NO. 1

E. G. S.

57

SEX: F

CONTRIBUTOR:

RACE:·

Cau~sian

E. R. Jennings~ M.D.
Memorial Hospital
Long Beach, Calif. 90801

ACCESSION NO. 17972
OUTSIDE NO. 1338-69

TISSUE FROM: . Right frontal lobe of the brain

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: The patient was admitted to the hospital on 3-1 ..69 with a complaint
of marked lethargy of two days' duration. She was well until approximately two
months prior to admission when she began having difficulty with the coordination
of her left hand and developing bizarre behavior.
Past history: Unremarkable except that the patient has had headaches that
have changed in nature within the last tlvO• IllOftths.
Physical examination: The patient was in stuporous condition, having a spastic
left arm and a Babinski.' s reflex in. both feet. Other findings were unremarkable.
Laboratory report: The cerebral spinal fluid revealed the glucose to be 67 mg%;
total protein 320 mg%. There were 3 red blood cells and 9 white blood cells per cu.mm.
Radiograph:
Cc;;ro;:i:~

The brain. scan was positive for a lesion in the right
revealed a poster:or f:;:o:ltoteuporal lesion.

f~ontot~~poral

ang:;.o;:)"'<
. . :..:s

SUR..:;ERY:

The patient was taken to surgery on 3-4-69 when a large tumor in the ttight
frontal hemisphere was. found. The major portion of the right frontal. hemisphere
was removed.
GROSS

PATHOLOGY:

The specimen consisted of 76 gms. of brain tissue. Within the substance of the
brain was a firm, tan, and distinct nodule approximately 3 em. in greatest diameter.
The cut surface revealed a central area of hemorrhage and necrosis.
COURSE:

Subsequently, the patient had been doing well as far as postoperative course was
concerned. She was getting rehabilitation and was progressing slowly. She also received radiation therapy.
FOLLOW-UP:
The patient expired on 11-4-69, spending her remaining days after discharge from
the hospital in a nursing home. No autopsy was performed.

LQ

G~

NAME:

AGE: 65

FEBRUARY 1970 - CASE NO. 2

T. G.

SEX: M RACE: Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

William E.

Cowell~

ACCESSION NO. 18008
M.D.

OUTSIDE NO. T 2984-68

Tri-City Hospital
Oceanside, Calif. 92054
TISSUE FROM:
CLINICAL

Neoplasm of right frontal lobe1

ABSTRACT:

HistoEY: The patient was admitted on 11·15-68 wuth an acute onset of right-side
headache associated with weakness of the left side of his face of three days' duration.
Past history: He had chronic headaches for over two years without any associated
neurologic deficit and no workup regarding them.
Physical examination! Neurologic examination revealed a slightly dull white
male who was lethargic but responded to verbal commands somewhat appropriately. There
was a slight ataxic, wide-based gait to his stance. The remainder of the examination
was considered unremarkable.
Laboratory report:

Urinalysis and hemogram were unremarkable.

Radiograph: Skull x-rays were unremarkable. The right carotid orteriogram was1
consistent with a space-occupying mass in the right frontal pole. Brain scan also
confirmed the presence of a mass in the right frontal lobe.
SURGERY:
On 11-20-68

he underwent a right frontal craniotomy with removal of a tumor of

the frontal lobe.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:

The specimen consisted of 15.2 grams of somewhat fragmented~ soft, and yellowwhite tissue with numerous areas of hemorrhage·. While in some areas, the tissue was
smooth and homogenous, but in other areas it appeared necrotic.
COURSE:

The postoperative course was uneventful.
FOLLOW-UP:

The patient did remarkably well following his discharge from the hospital. He
carried on a fullJ active existence. Then around August 1969 he demonstrated mental
confusion, incontinence of urine~ and poor memory . Re-operation was advised by the
attending physician but was refused by his wife. He was subsequently transferred to
a nursing and within 48 hours of his transfer he died a quiet deat:Jt, on 11-23-69. No
autopsy was performed.

LQ

NAME:

AGE:

R. F.

65

s.

SEX: F RACE: Caucasian

FEBRUARY 1970 - CASE NO. 3
ACCESSION NO. 14035
OUTSIDE NO. 64-S-7395

CONTRIBUTOR:

Robert L. Dennis, M.D.
San Jose Hospital
San Jose, Calif. 95112

TISSUE FROM:

Neoplasm of left posterior parieto-occipital lobe

CLINICAL ABSTRACT :
History: The patient. was admitted to the hospital in October 1964 with a short
history of headache. Shortly after entering the hospital, she sustained a myocardial
infarction. Therefore, diagnostic studies were postponed. By November 1964 her
course was progressive, developing a right hemiparesis, aphasia, and incontinence.
Her headache had increased in severity.
Physical examination revealed a definite right facial weakness . Papilledema
was noted, most pronounced on the left. Right-sided hemiparesis was noted and a
bilateral Babinski 1 s sign was present.
Radiograph: Left carotid arteriogram demonstrated a posterior temporoparietal
space-occupying process located fairly deep and probably associated with a mild ' .
upward herniation across the sphenoid ridge.
SURGERY:
On 11-12-64 craniotomy revealed a large tumor of the posterior parieto~occipital
lobe. Due to the patient 1 s cardiac condition, no attempt was made at complete removal of the tumor.
GROSS PATHOLOGY':
The specimen consisted of a great mass of tissue in the form of many small
fragments measuring up to 2 em. in their maximum dimension. These fragments were
gray to tan and were quite firm in consistency. Their total weight was 72 grams.
COURSE:

DUJ.:in:; I1el· postopcrc.tiv E: cou:;:se, ti1e. patient remained either comatose or semicor,1 atose and expired on 3-13-65.

AUTOPSY:
The essential findings were recurrent tumor in the left postero-inferior parietooccipital area of the brain with metastases to the epidural, subdural, and intraventricular areas of the left side. Metastases to the left subtemporal muscle and
left lower lung were also detected. The immediate cause of death was believed to be
bronchopneumonia.

LQ

NAME:

FEBRUARY 19 70 - CASE NO. 4

L .. F. J.

AGE: 59

SEX:: F

RACE: Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

Pierce A. Rooney, M.D.
Sutter General Hospital
Sacramento, Calif. 95816

TISSUE FROM:

Neoplasm of the fourth ventricle

ACCESSION NO. 18060
OUTSIDE NO. G•69-2445

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: The patient had symptoms of ataxia and incoordination for approximately
two· months prior· to admission. Subs-equently she also developed signs of increased
intracranial pressure.
Physical examination revealed the patient rational and alert. There. were
papilledema with hemorrhages in the left eye and a congenital cataract in the right
eye. There was nystagmus on left lateral gaze) but not right lateral gaze. Mild
ataxia of all four limbs lllas present. The remainder of the examination was unremarkable.
Laboratory report:

Hemogram and urinalysis were

negative~

Radiograph: Chest x-rays were negative. Angiogram showed a posterior fossa
tumor which was exceedingly vascular and located midline in the vermis.
SURGERY:
On 5-27-69 suboccipital craniectomy revealed a lemon-sized tumor in the cavity
of the fourth ventricle. The floor of the fourth ventricle, however, was not invaded .. by- the tumor. Its attachment was to the vermis which was pushed anteriorly and
superiorly.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The specimen consisted of irregularly outlined multinodular portions of tissue
measuring 5 x 4 em. in greatest dimension and weighing 15 grams. On section, the
central portion of' the tumor was multicystic, the cyst-like space measuring up to
approximately 2 em. in diameter. It contained yellow thin liquid along with blood
clot. The wall varied from tan to dull amber-yellow in color and was generally dry
and firm.
COURSE:
Postoperative course was uneventful.
FOLLOW-UP:
She was last seen by het attending physician on 10-16-69. At that time she was
doing well. She was able to walk by herself and she still had some nystagmus on left
lateral gaze.

LQ

NAME:

FEBRUARY 1970 - CASE NO. 5

M. C.

AGE: 60

SEX: M RACE: Caucasian

CONTRIBUTOR:

W. K. Bullock, M.D.
LAC-USC Medical Center
Los Angeles, calif. 90033

TISSUE FROM:

Cerebral neoplasm

ACCESSION NO. 15418
OUTSIDE NO. 67-1655

CLINICAL ABSTRACT.:
History : This male patient was admitted to the hospital on 1-28-67 in a
disoriented state.
Physical examination revealed acute alcoholic brain syndrome. Neurological
findings were unremarkable except for hallucination and miotic pupils.
Laboratory report:

Cerebral spinal fluid showed elevated protein.

Radiograph: Carotid angiogram demonstrated a large vascular mass in the
region of the right basal ganglion •.
SURGERY:

)

Right frontotemporal craniotomy performed on 2-9-68 revealed a large, necrotic,
and yellowish tumor in the right inferior frontal lobe. The tumor was partially
cystic in nature, and it extended from the inferior frontal lobe across. the sylvian
fissure into the medial and inferior temporal lobe. Subtotal removal of the tumor
and temporal lobe resection were performed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The specimen consisted of a fragment of tissue measuring 10 x 4 x 2 em. It
showed mottled gray and tan hemorrhagic areas with some necrotic foci. Throughout
this substance was a firm tan mass with irregular borders.
COURSE:

Postoperatively the patient developed left hemiplegia and convulsive disorder.
He. also received radiation therapy. Subsequently he was transferred to Rancho Los
Amigos Hospital for further care.
FOLLOW•UP:
He expired 5·31-67 in the private hospital in Long Beach, Calif.
was performed.

LQ

No autopsy

NAME:

FEBRUARY 1970 - CASE NO. 6

H. B.

ltGE : 61

ACCESSION NO

SEX: M RACE: Negro

17208

OUTSIDE NO. S-94-68

CONTRIBUTOR:

Richard D. Lewis, H.D.
Huntington Memorial Hospital
Pasadena, Calif. 91105

TISSUE FROM:

Neoplasm of the left frontoparietal region

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: Losing consciousness while driving an automobile, he. was brought to
the hospital on 11-26-67.
Past history: He had some hypertension. diagnosed since 1949.
medication for this malady up to two years prior .· to edoissicn.

He had taken

Physical examination: No significant findings were present and the neurological examination was normal,
Laboratory report:
unremarkable.

CBC ,,

urinalysis, and various chemical determinations were

Radio~aph:
Carotid arteriograms and a brain scan showed a lesion in the left
frontoparietal region.

SURGERY:
The craniotomy demonstrated a tumor of 4 em. in diameter in the left frontoparietal region, located a few em. from the midline. The lesion was resected.

GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The specimen consisted of tissue fragments forming a total mass 5 x 4 x 3 em,
Generally the tissue was soft but some slightly granular pale tissue appeared firmer
than normal brain tissue.
COURSE:
An uneventful postoperative course had ensued.

FOLLOW-UP:
The patient was last seen 9-10-68, showing no evidence of recurrence or progressive disease.

LQ

NAME :

c.

FEBRUARY 1970 - CASE NO. 7

D.

AGE: 51 SEX: M RACE: Caucasian
CONTRIBUTOR:

E. R. Jennings, M.D.
Memorial Hospital of Long Beach
Long Beach, Calif. 90806

TISSUE FROM:

Neoplasm from ri.ght parietal region

ACCESSION NO. 14306

OUTSIDE NO. A-94-6$

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: The patient was admitted on 5-24-65 to the hospital because he had
recurrent symptoms of paresthesia and jerking motions involving the left arm and the
left side of the body as well as the left leg. The initial symptoms, which started
in January 1965, only involved the left leg. He had two previous hospitalizations
since the onset of the symptoms for diagnostic workup. Howevers no definitive diagnosis was made.
Past histo£Y:, He was first hospitalized in June 1964 for an acute anteroseptal
myocardial infarction.
Physical examination revealed motor weakness of the left side and the hyperactive reflexes. Babinski 1 s sign was, positive on the left. Other findings were
within normal limits.

)

Laboratory report: A CBC with normal hemoglobin and elevated WBC. The WBC
was 14,600 with a normal differential. Electroencephalogram was normal. Electrocardiogram revealed S-T' elevations across the anterior chest leads.
Radiograph: X-ray of the cervical spine and cervical myelogram were both
negative except for the arthritic changes.
COURSE:
On June 3, 1965, the patient was taken to surgery for a pneumo encephalogram
and a right carotid angiogram which demonstrated a space-occupying lesion of the
right parietal lobe., Shortly after the conclusion of the procedure, he had an
episode of hypotension. Electrocardiogram revealed acute changes indicating further
injury or infarction in the anteroseptal region. He failed to respond to resuscitative measures and expired.

AUTOPSY:
The immediate couac of the death was due to hypotension and coronary insuf~
ficiency secondary to severe coronary' atherosclerosis. A well-defined and nonencapsulated tumor measuring 3 x 2.5 x 2.5 em. and located in the right parietal
area of the brain was found.

LQ

NAME :

M. D.

AGE: 35

FEBRUARY 1970 - CASE W. 8

SEX: F

RACE: Caucasian

ACCESSION NO.

!3:~8

CONTRIBUTOR:

Jerome L. Heard, M.D.
OUTSIDE NO. A•209-63
Mercy Hospital and Medical Center
San Diego, Calif. 92103

TISSUE FROM:

Neoplasm from the dorsal surface of the corpus callosum

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:

History: The patient had two slight episodes of amnesia for approximately one
month prior to admission. One day prior to admission, she developed a severe headache Which was not controlled by Demerol.
Past history: She had generalized severe headaches intermittently for the
past several years.
Physical examination revealed no localizing signs.
and tlie eye grounds showed no papilledema.
Laboratory report:

The reflexes were normal

Hemogram and urinalysis were negative.

COURSE:

On the third day following admission, the patient suddenly expired.
AUTOPSY:
Arising, from the nddline of the dorsal surface of the corpus callosum, there
was a small pedunculated tumor composed of tissue similar to that seen. in the adjacent brain. It measured 4 x 4 x 4 em. and attached by a stalk with a base about 1 em.
in diameter. The twoor on cut sections appeared to be somewhat rough, fibrous, and
composed of grayish fibrous tissue with no apparent cystic structures. Other findings were negative.

LQ

NAME:

FEBRUARY 1970 - CASE NO. 9

E. A.

AGE: 50

SEX: F'

RACE: Caucasian

ACCESSION NO. 18222
OUTSIDE, 00. 69 AN 33

CONTRIBUTOR:

Richard L. Brennan~ MD.
St. Maryrs Hospital
San Francisco~ Calif. 94117

TISSUE

Neoplasm of the left frontoparietal lobes

FROM:

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: This woman had been perfectly well until the evening of 9·10-68 when
she experienced the sudden onset of difficulty in speaking (expressive aphasia).
After hospitalization no further symptoms were noted.
Physical examination was not remarkable.
Radiograph: Isotope brain scan was normal. Cerebral arteriogram and pneumoencephalogram demonstrated a left frontoparietal mass.
SURGERY:
On 9-23-68 craniotomy revealed a. large indurated, but poorly defined, zone of
gray-white tumor in the left frontoparietal lobes. Segments of tissue were removed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY :
The specimen consisted of clotted blood and a few small segments of rubbery
gray tissue measuring 1 to 3 mn. each.
COURSE:
Uo irradiation was given postoperatively. The patient convulsed for the first
time in January 1969. She received. Dilsnti.n and Phenobarbital until her death on
8-14-69.

AUTOPSY:
There was present in the left frontal and parietal lobes a large gray tumor,
having fo·c.al zones of yellow necrosis and foci of hemorrhage. It measured approxR
imately 7 to 8 em. longitudinally and approximately 3 to 4 em. diagonally. It extended in a rather discrete manner anteriorly and posteriorly primarily. The immed~
iate cause of the death was due to pneumoni a.

LQ

NAME:

J. L.

FEBRUARY' 19 70 - CASE NO • 10

AGE: 54 SEX: M RACE : Negro
CONTRIBUTOR:

W. K. Bullock, M.D.

LAC-USC Medical Center
Los Angeles, Calif. 90033
TISSUE FROM:

ACCESSION NO. 5650
OUTSIDE NO. 53-7946

Neoplasm from right occipital region

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History: Had increased weakness of left upper and lower extremities of one
month duration.,
Physical examination revealed some motor weakness in the left upper and lower
extremities.
Laboratory report:

EEG demonstrated a questionable right parietal focus.

SURGERY:

On 8·3-53 right occipitoparietal osteoplastic craniotomy revealed thickened
right subdural membrane and a mass 6 x 7 x, 8 em. locating medial to, the falx and
deep in the occipital lobe.

)

GROSS PATHOLOGY :
The specimen consisted of five portions of tissue, the largest of which measured 8 x 7 x 3.5 em. They all had essentially the same, gross appearance, being
rather smooth, lobulated, and firm tissue with a central area of pink necrosis that
extended to, the periphery.
The cut surface was white speckled with yellow with
occasional foci of hemorrhage.
COURSE:

Postoperatively the patient recovered most of the function of the left leg and
some function of the, left arm. He was discharged to the clinic for follow-up care.
FOLLOW-UP:

He had recurrence of the tumor in June 1954.
removal.

LQ

It, necessitated another surgical

NAME:

FEBRUARY 1970 - CASE NO. 11

M. F.

AGE: 8

SEX: M RACE: Caucasian

ACCESSION NO. 9024

OUTSIDE NO. 56-13601

CONTRIBUTOR:

Roger Terry, M.D.
LAC-USC Medical Center
Los Angeles, Calif'. 90033

TISSUE FROM:

Neoplasm of the left posterior occipital lobe

ABSTRACT:
History: The patient was admitted on 10-l-56 2 being suspected of' having
intracranial growth because of poor visual acuity.

CLINICAL

Physical examination revealed pupils dilated, unequal, reacted to light, but
not to accommodation. Funduscopic examination revealed papilledema bilaterally;
cranial nerves were: intact. Other fL1dings were unremarkable.
Radiograph:

The ventriculograph revealed a cystic tumor of the left occipital

area.
SURGERY:

)

On 10-20-56 the left occipital osteoplastic craniotomy revealed a gray, cystic,
and irregular tumor in the left posterior lobe • . It had a small lemon-sized mural
nodule. The tumor was dissected and removed.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
A fragment of cerebral cortex with underlying white matter measuring 6 x 5 x
3.5 em. within which was a soft, yellow-gray, and poorly defined mass which extended to the meningeal surface where it was covered by a membrane measuring 2 rom.
in thickness. The tumor extended grossly to include the deep margin •.
COURSE:

Postoperatively he received radiation therapy to the involved area in the left
occipital lobe. Subsequently he developed secondary amaurosis.
FOLLOW-UP:
He was last seen in the Radiology Clinic on 6-25-63.

LQ

He was feeling fine.

NAME:

FEBRUARY 1970 - CASE NO. 12

A. M.

AGE: 20

SEX: M RACE: Caucasian

ACCESSION NO. 18322

CONTRIBUTOR:

Avram A. Jacobson, M.D.
So·. Calif. Permanente Medical Group
Los Angeles, Calif. 90027

TISSUE: FROM:

Neoplasm of the left occipital lobe

OUTSIDE NO. 15312-69

CLINICAL ABSTRACT:
History : The patient was admitted on 10-10-69 with a two-month history of
recurrent episodes of dizziness and difficulty in vision. Each episode lasted
approximately 10 seconds. Five days prior to admission he developed stiff neck
difficulty in bending.
Past history: At the age of 16 years
loss and unconsciousness.

old~

he had

and

11

encephalitis "' with visual

Physical examination revealed intellectual deficit, bilateral papilledema,
right homonymous visual field deficit, and bilateral Babinski 1 s reflexes.
Radiograph: A left vertebral artery and left internal common carotid artery
angiogram revealed a 5 em. vascular tumor near the midline in the left occipital lobe.
SURGERY:
Craniotomy was performed and the tumor was partially resected.
GROSS PATHOLOGY:
The specimen consisted of approximately 10 grams of yellow, hemorrhagic, soft
and friable brain tissue.

COURSE:
Postoperatively he received x-ray therapy.

LQ

STUDY GROUP CASES
for

FEBRUMY 19 70 -- BRAIN TUMORS
CASE NO. 1.

ACCESSION NO. 17972.

LOS ANGELES :

E.R. Jennings, M.D., Contributor

Refer to Addenda--appended comments on cases·
by Richard L. Davis, M.D.,, Cajal Laboratory of Neuropathology

Malignant lymphoma, primary,, (mixed cell type, predominantly
reticulum cell sarcoma) (RLD)
Microgliomatosis(reticulum cell sarcoma)--15
SAN FRANCISOO:

Reticuloendothelial sarcoma--IS
CENTRAL VALLEY:

Astrocytoma--!
Sarcoma. (perivascular)--8
Don't know--1
OAKLAND:

Lymphoma--S

)

Perithelial sarcoma--S
WEST LOS ANGELES :

Microglioma (lymphoma or reticulum cell sarcoma)--8
Meningeal sarcoma--!
Metastatic lymphoma--!
ORANGE OOUNTY:

Minutes not received

SAN DIEGO :

Minutes not received

Undetermined···!

SANTA BARBARA :
Microgliomatosis--2

SOUTH BAY:
Microgliomatosis (histiocytic. lymphoma)--8
INLAND (SAN' BERNARDINO):

Perivascular sarcoma--7
Meningeal sarcoma--!
FILE DIAGNOSIS:

Primary malignant lymphoma, brain (frontal lobe)

1911-9643

(Mixed cell type, predominantly reticulum cell sarcoma)

References:
1. Brucher, J .M·. The classification and diagnosis of intracranial sarcomas.
Acta Neurochir (~it?p L s~., 10:190, 1964.
2. Gould, S .E., Hinerman,, D.L., Batsakis, J .G. Diagnostic patterns,: Intracranial neoplasms,. Amer. J. Clin. Path. 41:629-632, June 1964.
3. Bingas, B. On the primary sarcomas of the brain. Acta Neurochir (wie!!),
Suppl. 10:186-9, 1964.

FEEWARY

CASE NO. 2.

ACCESSION NO. 18008.

~f. E.

1970

Cowell, M.'D., Contributor

LOS ANGELES :
Glioblastoma multiforme (RLD)
Glioblastoma multiforme--15
SAN FRANCISCO:

Astrocytoma, grade III•IV--15
CENTRAL

VALLEY:

Astrocytoma (high grade) (glioblastoma)--10
OAKLAND :

Glioblastoma--13
WEST LOS ANGELES:
Ependymoma--3
Astrocytoma, grade IV--7
Undetermined--!.
SANTA BARBARA:

Astrocytoma, grade IV--2

soum BAY:
Glioblastoma multiforme--5
Meningeal sarcoma--2
Medulloblastoma--!
INLAND (SAN BERNARDINO):

Glioblastoma multiforme--5
Spindle cell sarcoma-·1
Malignant meningioma--3
FILE DIAGNOSIS:

Glioblastoma multiforme, brain (frontal lobe)

1911-9443

References:
L

Mungyerova, G. , Jacz, K. , Kuzma, I. Experience with malignant brain tumors
in clinic and in tissue culture. Acta Neurochir(wien),l3:393-406, 1965.

2.

Zulch, K.J. Grading of malignancy of brain tumors. Acta Neurochir (wie!!)
Suppl. 10:117, 1964.
Ko,lnov • R. Crystal bodies in the ultrastructure of mull:iforme glioblastoma
Cancer, 20:1181-5, July 1967.

3.

FEBRUABY 1970
CASE NO. 3.

ACCESSION NO. 140.35.

R.L. Dennis, M.D., Contributor

LOS ANGELES :

Sclerotic meningioma with coexistent or induced glioma on
underlying brain tissue (RLD)
Malignant meningioma (unclassified) --15
SAN FRANCISCO:

.

Malignant meningioma••l4
Fibrosarcoma-·!
CENTRAL VALIEi:

Fibrosarcoma (Malignant meningioma}-10

OAKLAND:

Fibrosarcama--13
WEST WS ANGELES::

Malignant. fibrous meningioma~-4
Mixed glioma and sarcoma--1

Glioma.--1
Undecided-•!

(Fibro)sarcoma of brain--4

)

SANTA BARBARA:

Meningioma.- -!
Neurofibrosarcoma--1
SOUTH BAY:

Malignant fibrous meningioma·-6
Fibrosarcoma and astrocytoma--!

Neurofibrosarcoma--1
INLAND (SAN BERNARDD!O):

Meningeal fibrosarcoma--7
Metastatic leiomyosarcoma--2
FILE DIAGNOSIS,:
References:

Sclerotic meningioma with coexistent or induced glioma in
underlying brain tissue (posterior parieto-occipital lobe)
1913 ... 9533
1913 ... 9383

1.

Mooney~

2.

Kepes, J. and Kernohan, J.W. Meningiomas: Problems, of histological diagnosis. Cancer, 12:364 (1959)

3.

Bailey, O.T. and Ford, R. Sclerosing hemangiomas of the central nervous
system, progressive tissue changes in hemangioblastoma of the brain
and ins::>""Called angioblastic. meningiomas. Amer. J. Path. 18 (1942).

A.J. ,, Carey, P., Ryan, M. Parasagittal parieto-occipital meningioma
with visual hallucinations. Am.er .J.Ophthal., 59:197-205, Feb. 1965 .,

FEBRUARY 1970
CASE. NO. 4.

ACCESSION NO. 18060.

P'.A. Rooney, M.D., Contributor

LOS ANGELES :

Hemangioblastoma (RLD)
Hemangioblastoma--IS
SAN FRANCISCO:

Hemangioblastoma--10
Ependymoma--3
Undecided--2
CENTRAL VALLEY:

Ependy_moma.--6
Subependymomal astrocytoma--3
Oligidendroglioma--1
OAKLAND :

Angiosarcoma--7
Hemangioblastoma--2

Ependymoma--!
WEST LOS ANGELES:

Hemangioblastoma--S
Ependymoma--2
Undecided--!
SANI'A BARBARA :

Hemangiob1astoma--2

soum BAY:
Hemangioblastoma--7
Angioblastic meningoma--1
INLAND (SAN BERNARDINO):

Hemangioblastoma--4
Astrocytoma--S
FILE DIAGNOSIS:

Hemangioblastoma, brain (fourth ventricle)

1918-9161

References:
1.

Monkar, V.P.,, McKissack, W., Russell, R.W.
Brit. J. Surg., 54:45-9. Jan. 1967

2.

Morello, G., Bianchi, M. Cerebral hemangioblastomas1: Review of literature
and report of two personal cases. J. Neurosurg. , 20:254-264. March 1963.

Cerebellar haemangioblastomas.

FEBRUARY 1970

CASE NO. 5 ACCESSION NO. 15418.

W.K. Bullock, M. D., Contributor

LOS ANGELES :
Gemistocytic astrocytoma (1\.LD)
Astrocytoma Gr. III--15
SAN FRANCISCO :
Astrocytoma Gr. III--9
Astrocytoma Gr. I~ gemistocytic--6
CENTRAL VALLEY:
Astrocytoma (gemistocytic)--10
OAKLAND:
Astrocytoma Gr. III--13
WEST LOS ANGELES:

Gemistocytic glioblastoma (astrocytoma, Gr.

IV)-~11

SANTA BARBARA :

Astrocytoma Gr. IV--2
SOUTH BAY:

Glioblastoma multiforme, gemistocytic type --6
Gemistocytic astrocytoma--2

INLAND (SAN BERNARDINO):
Gemistocytic astrocytoma--11
Angiosarcoma--!
FILE DIAGNOSIS:

Gemistocytic astrocytoma, brain (frontotemporal lobe)
1911-9413

Reference:
Mitt, M.G.,, Walker, A.E. Autoinnnune response to malignant glial tumors:
Preliminary observations. Neurology (Minneap),,15:474-6, ¥$y 1965

FEBRUARY 1970
CASE NO. 6.

ACCESSION NO. 17208.

R. Lewis, M.D.,, Contributor

LOS ANGELES:

Meningioma. (with vascular component) (RLD)
Malignant meningioma (meningothelial) --15
SAN FRANCISCO:

Meningothelia1

meningioma~-15

CENTRAL VALLEY :
Meningioma (possibly malignant)--10
OAKLAND :

Meningotheliomatous meningioma--13
WEST LOS ANGELES:

Angioblastic meningioma--11
SANTA B.ARBARA:

Meningioma.--2

SOUTH BAY:
Meningioma--a
INLAND (SAN BERNARDINO):

Meningothelial meningioma--12
FILE DIAGNOSIS:

Neningioma (with vascular component), brain (fronto-parietal)

1911-9530
References:

1.

Telenius, R., Angiographic appearance of angioblastic meningiomas.
Acta Radio! {Diagn) (StockhoLm) 5:554-561, 1966.

2.

Bailey, P. and Bocy, P .L., The origin and nature of meningeal tumors.
Amer. J. Cancer, 15, 15 (1932).

FEBRUARY 1970

CASE NO .7.

ACCESSION NO. 14306.

E. R. Jennings, M.D., Contributor

LOS ANGELES :
Glioblastoma multiforme (RLD)
Glioblastoma multiforme--15
SAN FRANCISCO:
Glioblastoma multiforme--15
CENTRAL VALLEY:

Glioblastoma--7
Giant cell tumor, brain, not otherwise specified--3
OAKLAND :

Glioblastoma multiforme--13
WEST LOS ANGELES :

Glioblastoma multiforme--11
SANTA BARBARA :

Astrocytoma, grade IV--2

SOUTH BAY:
Glioblastoma multiforme--8
INLAND (SAN BERNARDINO):

Glioblastoma multiforrne-•12
FILE DIAGNOSIS:

Glioblastoma multiforme, brain (parietal region)

1913-9443

References:
1.

Sinha, K. K.
Intracranial tumors: A clinical analysis of 64 cases.
J. Indian Med. Assn., 43:422-430, 1 Nov . 1964.

2.

Moore, M.T., Eisinger, G. Extra primary seeding of glioblastoma multiforme
in the subarachnoid space and ependyma. Neurology (Minneap), 13:855-865,
Oct. 1963.

FEBRUARY 1970

CASE NO.8.

ACCESSION NO. 13508.

J. L. Heard,

M.n., Contributor

Ji..OS ANGELES :
Meningioma, ~riant
Meningioma--IS

(RLD)

SAN FRANCISCO:
Meningioma, mixed type--15
CENTRAL VALLEY:

Fibrous meningioma--10
OAKLAND :
Meningioma--13
WEST LOS ANGELES :
Meningioma--11
S.ANTA BARBARA :

Meningioma--2
INLAND! (SAN BmNARDUK>) :

Meningioma-..12
SOUTH BAY:

Meningioma--S
FILE DIAGNOSIS:

Meningioma, corpus callosum.

1915-9530

References:

1.

Sahar, A. Familial occurrence of meningiomas.
23:444-5, Oct. 1965.

2.

Stat tin. S. Significance of some ang;iographic signs of intracranial
meningiomas. Acta Radial (Dl;['!f~TlU:~-~?ckJs).f:Y, 5:530-5, 1966.

3.

Strange, R., R., Tovi,, D., Nordenstam, H. Men::.;:.sio:na with intracerebral,
cerebellar, and. visceral metastases. J. Nou1:amt:sg,., 21:1098-1102,
Dec. 1964.
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CASE N(). 9.

ACCESSION NO. 18222.

R.

L.

Brennan~

M.D.

LOS ANGELES :

Monstrous cellular sarcoma (RLD)
Giant cell astrocytoma (monstrous astrocytoma)--15
SAN FRANCISCO:

Astrocytoma, monstrocelltilar -· type--15
CENTRAL VALLEY::

Giant cell
OAKLAND :

tumor~

brain--10

MOnstrocellular~

sarcoma--12
Giant cell glioblastoma--!

WEST WS ANGELES :

~onstrocellular (psychodelicll glioblastoma multiforme--11
SANTA BARBARA :

Astrocytoma, grade IV-·2
SOUTH BAY:
Giant celled (monstrocellular) glioblastoma--s
INLAND (SAN BERNARDINO) :

"Giganto•cellular 11 astrocytoma--12
FILE DIAGNOSIS:

''Monstrous cellular sarcoma" - variant of glioblastoma

multiforme, brain (frontoparietal lobes)

1911-9443

Reference:

Becker, D.E., Benyo, R., Roessmann,
tumor.

u.

Glial origin of monstrocellular

Case report of prolonged survival.

Jan. 1967.

;r_._l;j::;urosu!&· 26:72-7,

FEBRUARY 1970
CASE NO. 10.

ACCESSION NO. 5650.

W. K. Bullock,

M.D.~ C~ntributor

LOS ANGELES :
Hemangiopericyt:oma of the meninges
Meningioma--IS

(RLD)

SAN FRANCISCO:

Meningioma--15
CENTRAL VALLEY:
Meningioma--tO
OAKLAND :

Meningioma••lO
Hemangiopericyt:oma--2
WEST LOS ANGELES :

Cellular meningioma--3
Meningeal sarcoma--s
SANTA BARBARA :

Meningioma-2
SOUTH BAY:
Heningiom.a---8
INLAND (SAN BERNARDINO):
Meningioma--12
FILE DIAGNOSIS:

Hemangiopericytoma, meninges

References:
1.

Muller, J., Mealey, J., Jr. Hemangiopericytoma versus angioblastic
meningioma: A tissue culture study •. J . Neuropath. Exp. Neural.,
26:140-1, Jan. 1967.

2.

Ramsey, H.J. Fine structure of hemangiopericytoma and hemangio-endothelioma.
Cancer, 19:2005-2018, Dec. 1966.

FEBRUARY 1970
CASE NO. 11.

ACCESSION NO. 9024.

R. Terry, M.D., Contributor

LOS ANGELES :

Ependymoma

(RLD)

Ependymoblastoma--15·
SAN FRANCISCO:

Ependymoma, cellular type--15
CENTRAL VALLEY:

Astrocytoma--!
Ep endymoma.--9
OAKLAND:
Ependymoma--10

Medulloblastoma--!
WEST LOS ANGELES :

Ependymoma (ependymoblastoma)--11
SANTA BARBARA:

Ependymoma, grade II--2
SOUTH BAY:
Ependymoma--4
Astroblastoma--3
Meningioma.- -·1
INLAND (SAN BERNARDINO):

Ependymoma--12
FILE, DIAGNOSIS:

Ependymoma, brain (occipital lobe)

1914-9391

References :
1.

Krohn, K.,, Hjelt, L. A case of congenital ependymoma with malformations. The
possibility of a common causative agent~ Ann.Paediat.Fenn ., 12:73-5,1966.

2 ., Hughes, B•. , Smith, W. T., Mixed ependymoma and astrocytoma of the fourth
ventricle. J '. Path. Bact., 87:425-8, Apr. 1964.
3.

Saito, Y. Intracranial ependymoma in infancy: A case report. Yonago Acta
Med., 10:29-33, Mar. 1966.

4.. Sagerman, R.R., ~agshaw, M.A.,, Hanbery, J. Considerations in the treatment
of ependymoma. Radiology, 84:401-B, Mar. 1965.
5.

Pai, K.M. , Yung, C.K. , Intracranial tumors of infancy and childhood:
Analysis of 132 cases. Chin Med. J.(Peking), 82:563-9, Sep . 1963.

FEBRUARY 1970
CASE NO. 12.

ACCESSION NO. 18322.

A. Jacobson ~ M.D., Contributor

LOS ANGELES :

Juvenile astrocytoma (with pilocytic component)
Juvenile astrocytoma--15
SAN

(RLD)

FRANCISCO:
grade I--11
Oligodendroglioma--!
Astrocytic glial reaction--3

Astrocytoma~

CENTRAL VALLEY:
Hemangioblastoma--4
Astrocytoma--6.
OAKLAND :
Pilocyti c astrocytoma--13
WEST LOS

ANGELES :

Ganglioglioma--2
Pilocytic astrocytoma (low-grade)--9
SANTA BARBARA:

Astrocytoma, grade II--2
SOUTH BAY:
Astrocytoma (pilocytic), grade II--8
lln..AND (SAN

BERNARDINO) :

Astrocytoma--12.
FILE DIAGNOSIS:

Juvenile astrocytoma, brain (occipital lobe)

1914-9403

References:

1.

Schiffer, D., Fabiani, A., Vesco, C. Histochemical study of Rosenthal
fibers., with observations about some enzyme activities. Psychiat .Neurol
(Basel), 147:68-80, 1964.

2.

Raimondi, A.J., Mullan,
electron~icroscopic

s., and Evans, J.P.. Human brain tumors: An
study. J. Neurosurg . , 19, 731 (1962).
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ADDENDA
FEBRUARY 19 70 M:JNTHLY CONFERENCE
Comments on Brain Tumor Cases
by
Richard L. Davis, M.D., Cajal Laboratory of Neuropathology
Los Angeles County-University of Southern California Medical Center

---------------------------------------CASE NO. 1.

ACCESSION NO.

17972

This is a fascinating case morphologically. On low-power examination one
gets the, impression of an inflammatory process of an intense degree with marked
softening of the subcor,tical white matter, intense perivascular cuffing, and,
indeed~ neuronal satellitosis. The meninges are heavily infiltrated. On closer
examination, however, it is evident that this is not an inflammatory process but
rather a neoplasm of reticuloendothelial origin. The cells are medium-to-small
in size and quite variable in configuration. The majority of the cells have
elongated-to-reniform-to-rather-bizarre nuclei with a reticulated chromatin
Pattern, often with prominent. nucleoli. Chromatin clumps are also evident.
Smaller cells which have the nuclei of lymphocytes or plasma cells are also
evident. Similarly, some cells which appear to be phagocytic are seen. Cytoplasm varies from extremely ~canty to quite prominent in those cells which
appear to be phagocytic. Though the cells are mainly congregated about blood
vessels, they also infiltrate the tissue. Here they stand in sharp contrast to
the reactive glial process that is present in the background. The reactive
astrocytes have a pale, eosinophilic~ homogeneous cytoplasm extending into
processes and a round-to-slightly oval vesicular nucleus. l~ere the tumor
infiltrates the meninges, it is seen to do so in masses and not as subpial
gro~~h exclusively.
On the basis of the general pattern of the tumor with the perivascular'
growth out through the cortex and the neuronal satellitosis, there is nothing to
distinguish this lesion from a variety of glial neoplasms which may also grow in
a similar manner. The sat~llitosis of neurons may be seen in oligodendrogliomas
as well as in astrocytomas and glioblastomas. It is less common but also, seen
in other neuroepithelial neoplasms. The perivascular pattern~ however, is
different from that seen in glial neoplasia. Where the tumor cells in neuroepithelial neoplasms course along vessels, they usually do so by elevating the
pia and not by actually infiltrating the wall of blood vessels. This is certainly
not an absolute distinction, however. This similar pattern is also true relative
to the meningeal growth. Glial neoplasms usually begin infiltrating on the surface subpially and only later extend into the meninges. When they do so, they
are not usually so densely cellular'. Again~ exceptions to this generalization
may certainly be seen. The feature that distinguishes this tumor, as i~ most
cases, is the cellular morphology. In this tumor we see cells which resemble
reticulum cells and their progenitors to the point of seeing recognizable lymphocytes, plasma cells,, and macrophages. Cellular processes per se are not at all
prominent in sharp contrast to the great majority of neuroepithelial neoplasms.

Addenda: February 1970

CASE NO. 1.
(Continued)

ACCESSION NO. 17972

The pnimary reticuloendothelial tumors have been given a large number of
names. It is worthwhile noting that the great majority of these neoplasms are
usually multiple within the nervous system and only very rarely are part of a
systemic disease. It is also noteworthy that there is at least some suggestion
that radiation therapy may be very helpful in these patients. Some patients,
however, like this example, present with an encephalitic picture with rapid onset
and relatively rapid demise. The encephalitic nature of the disease's course is
certainly reflected in the histopathology which is reminiscent of an encephalitis.
Others present as rather solid, reasonably circumscribed, though not encapsulated
masses in a variety of sites; and in some cases, there is an overlapping between
the two types of patterns.
I consider this lesion to be a primary malignant lymphoma (mixed cell type,
predominantly reticulum cell sarcoma).

RW

2-20-70

)

Addenda:

CASE NO. 2. ACCESSION NO.

February 1970

18008

Microscopic examination reveals a largely necrotic mass of tissue with a
few areas of recognizable cerebral cortex and what appear to be meninges.. The
orientation of the neoplasm to the meninges is not evident. The lesion is
extemely cellular with intervening masses of hyalinized vascular tissue.
Vascular proliferation is rather prominent. The cells1 vary a good deal in size;
they are generally in the small-to-medium. range with rather variable vesicular
nuclei. In some foci the· mitotic figut!es are rather prominent. Focal areas
of necrosis with perivascular palisading are present. The tumor appears to be
infiltrating the cortex with some neuronal satellitosis and subpial masses of
tumor cells. In other areas there are sheets of cells with round-to-slightlyoval vesicular nuclei in a background of delicate fibrils.
I l<~ould consider this to be a biopsy of a tather usual glioblastoma
multiforme. There is evidence of cortical and subpial infiltration, and though
it is not evident in the section, frank meningeal involvement certainly would
not be surprising. One might argue from the large areas of relatively small
cells that this1 lesion arose in a oligodendroglioma. The same fields might
be interpreted as protoplasmic astrocytes (not gemistocytes). On the basis
of the information and material available I do not believe that one can
determine the major cell type of origin of this lesion. To my mind it fits
the rather classic morphology of glioblastoma multiforme.

RLD

2-20-70

Addenda:

CASE

)

NO ~

February 1970

3, ACCESSION NO. 14035

This is a most fascinating neoplasm which I cannot on the basis of the
information and material available to me satisfactorily classify. There
appear to be two definite phases to the lesion. One is a dense. heavily
collagenized, relatively acellular phase which in areas has the aura of
meningioma. In a patient this age one might consider that an extremely slowly
growing meningioma had been present for a long period of time with marked
degeneration and extreme sclerosis of the tumor, leaving little evidence of the
cell origin. Perturbing, however, are the adjacent areas: of definitely glial
tissue with scattered nests and strands of this tissue within the sclerotic
tumor noted above. There are pleomorphic astrocytes in these glial foci, and
one is reminded of cases which have been r~ported of so-called collision tumors.
Some believe that the mesodermal phase of such lesions is the primary phase, and
this is most often a meningioma. It is felt hy these people that the
mesodermal lesion in some way induces glioblastomatous change in the underlying
brain tissue. Another situation apparently arises in whtch the usually
reactive vascular components of glioblastoma multiforme assume a sarcomatous
nature. This is the so-called "Feigin tumor." I have seen examples of such
lesions in which the sarcomatous element metastasizes systemically while the
gliohlastomatous component remains localized in the central nervous system.
This case is peculiar since the mesodermal component appears so
innocuous and because there, is so little of the glial component to examine.
Before reaching a definitive diagnosis in this case, especially in view
of the reported gross metastases. I would want to examine the sections of the
tissue removed at autopsy. Pending that examination, I would cautiously
suggest that this patient may have had a very sclerotic meningioma with
co-existent or induced glioma in the underlying brain tissue.

RLD

2-20-70

Addenda: February 1970

CASE NO. 4.

ACCESSION NO.

18060

The sections show a rather classic hemangioblastoma with a fragment of
cerebellar cortex visible in the section. The tumor is, rather typical of this
lesion with multiple cysts being present grossly,, and microscopically being
made up of varying cells in solid cords, opening up to form small vascular
channels. The rather solid cords or nests in some areas are quite vacuolated
and occasionally give these tumors a grossly yellow appearance. They also
have been the cause of morphologic disagreement, at one time being thought
by some to represent oligodendroglia. I believe it is reasonably well accepted
that they are masses of endothelial cells which merely have not opened up to
form vascular channels.
Noteworthy is the fact that there is a great deal of nuclear pleomorphism
without any significant mitotic activity. Again in the past this has
occasionally been a feature thought to indicate malignancy. It has, however,
been my experience that this is a degenerative rather than an anaplastic change
and has absolutely no effect on the biologic activity of the lesion.
The site is, somewhat uncommon, but certainly not unheard of. The other
cystic tumor of the cerebellum, the juvenile astrocyt~D, of course,
microscopically is quite distinct.
It is worthy also of note that these lesions can bear disconcerting
resemblance to metastases from hypernephromas. In most instances the mitotic
activity in the latter tumor is very helpful in separating them, but
disconcertingly, as is well known, metastases from hypernephromas can appear
disarmingly innocent. Additionally disconcerting is the fact that
hemangioblastomas are found with greater frequency in patients with hypernephroma than in the general population.

RLD

2-20-70

Addenda:

CASE NO. 5.

ACCESSION NO.

February 1970

15418

Microscopic examination reveals a largely necrotic mass of tissue.
In the viable areas the tumor is made up of large numbers of gemistocytes
with a background of delicate fibrillary matrix of fibrillary astrocytes.
There are interweaving strands in some foci of relatively accellular.
delicate fibrils which are also astroglial in type. Vascular proliferatioa
is rather marked throughout, and some extememly large atypical vascular
channels are present in the necrotic areas.
On the basis of the viable areas only, this lesion is a gemistocytic
astrocytoma. Such lesions, not surprisingly when compared with reactive
counterpart, are relatively rapidly growing most of the time though a few
examples of slowly growing lesions of this cell type have been described.
In this particular case with the large areas of necrosis the more usual
course with rapid evolution with time or with a temporal evolution into
glioblastoma is, I believe, present.

~D

2-20-70

A~denda:

CASE NO. 6.

February 1970

ACCESSION NO. 17208

This lesion, I believe, represents part of the spectrum of meningioma.
At first glance, the lesion has an epithelial appearance, but on closer
examination these form nests and in some cases whorls with the transitions to
spindled sheaves of cells. There is an extreme degree of nuclear pleomorphism
but without accompanying mitotic activity. In meningiomas I have interpreted
this as a degenerative change since it seems unrelated to biologically increased
growth activity. Reticulum stains should show reticulinfibers around blood vessels
and surrounding the rests and masses of tissue but not in between each cell.
There is a significant vascular component to this lesion but not to the degree
that I would append the appellation "angioblastic."

RLD
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Addenda:

CASE NO. 7.

ACCESSION NO.

February 1970

14306

Microscopic examination shows cerebral cortex and white matter with a
necrotic neoplasm with extreme vascularization. There is an extreme range in
size and shape of cells, basically all showing processes of one sort or
another. Very prominent are numerous neoplastic giant cells with one or more
nuclei often extremely atypical.
I would classify this lesion as part of the spectrum of glioblastoma
multiforme. Giant cells which are veYy prominent in this lesion are not often
seen in such profusion. In recent times when I have observed the extreme
nuclear pleomorphism and polymorphism in such giant cells. it has most often
been in cases following radiation therapy. As is certainty evidenced by this
case , however, that is not a universal factor when such features are observed.

~D
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Addenda:

CASE NO. B.

ACCESSION NO.

February 1970

13508

The section shows a variably cellular neoplasm impinging on cerebral cortex
and white matter which is somewhat gliotic. The neoplasm has fingers of
occasionally whorled cells at the periphery and blends into a rather spindled
neoplasm with very prominent fibrous trabeculae deeper within the lesion. There
is an extreme degree of cellularity but whorling and nesting as well as the
spindled element are seen.
Again I would consider this to be a variant on the theme of meningioma with
a much more prominent spindled element t~an seen in the previous case. The very
prominent fibrous trabeculae presaet in this lesion are perhaps a stage in a
change that might end up in a lesion like that seen in Case No. 3. It is
interesting that though the spindled meningiomas are generally termed "fibrous,"
they do not in fact appear to be composed of fibroblasts. Reticulin stains
on such tumors usually show reticulin around the nests and masses and in the
obviously collagenous trabeculae but only scattered fibrils among the spindled
elements in between these trabeculae. The site of this lesion is unusual.

no
2~0~0

Addenda:

CASE NO . 9, ACCESSION NO.

February 1970

18222

This is a magnificent example of the lesion that is referred to by Zulch
as 11 monstrous cellular sarcoma.n A number of years ago I had the opportunity
of studying 30 odd such lesions and came to the conclusion that this is a
peculiar and rare variant on the theme of glioblastoma multiforme. I have seen
a number of such samples since that time, and in each case was able to demonstrate transitions to rather typical glioblastoma multiforme in some areas.
It is my understanding that the interpretation of this lesion as a glioblastoma
variant is generally accepted on this side of the Atlantic.

RLD
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Addenda:

CASE NO. 10, ACCESSION NO.

February 1970

5650

This lesion has the rather typical ~orphology described by Kruse some years
ago and recently reemphasized by John Hardman of the tumor of the meninges called
"hemangiopericytoma of the meninges." These lesions were previously grouped with
the meningiomas but are obviously morphologically distinct. They are of Lmportance since they have a very high recurrence rate and a number of instances are
frankly malignant. They are fortunately an uncommon tumor.
I am not certain of the site of the origin of the lesion in this particular
case; if it is an example of an intraventricular lesion) I believe it is unique.
Much more likely, of course, it arose from the surface with deep compression of
the surrounding brain tissue.

RLD
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Addenda:

CASE NO. 11, ACCESSION NO.

February 1970

9024

At low and medium power this les.ion is a beautiful example of the morphology
that is most frequently seen in ependymomas. The perivascular rosettes are
extremely striking and rather constant with the nuclei being at some distance
from the vessel and the radiating delicate processes extending to the vessel wall.
This lesion is, however, disturbing from a number of features. Unlike the
great majority of ependymomas, there are large areas of necrosis in the tumor.
Additionally, there is a disturbing degree of mitotic activity which is again
rather unusual in ependymomas. I have observed this in a number of previous1
occasions in which there were transitions from ependymoma to the old faithful
glioblastoma multiforme. This case is additionally surprising inasmuch as this
is a child; the instances of transition to glioblastoma that I have previously
observed have been in adults.

)

One other thought must be kept in mind, namely, that this might present a
portion of the lesion that has been termed "cystic cerebral ependymoma of childhood." This, lesion shows large areas which would be basically identical with
this1 tumor. Additionally, however, they usually show areas in which there are
large numbers1 of oligodendrocytes, and yet other areas in which there are large
numbers of astrocytes. Additionally, they usually show extremely abnormal and
apparently neoplastic ganglion cells within their substance. These tumors may
show mitotic. activity like that seen in this young man. They are usually massive
cerebral lesions which are radically resected but recur repeatedly over a period
of years. Regarding this group of lesions, I am extremely unhappy with the
nomenclature but until more can be learned about them, see no point in trying
to change their terminology.

RLD
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Addenda:

CASE NO. 12, ACCESSION NO.

February 1970

18322

Histologically this is a nice example of a juvenile astrocytoma. There are
large areas of the pilocytic component with prominent Rosenthal fibers. Interestingly, I ran across one well-formed large ganglion cell in the tumor.
This case is particularly fascinating since this is the first example I
have seen of this lesion in the cerebrum on the left side. It is an extremely
unusual lesion in the cerebrum excluding the third ventricle and midline
diencephalic structures, It is usually a grossly cystic lesion and, of course,
is classically in a cerebellar hemisphere. The lesions, though not encapsulated,
are circumscribed and show only a very narrow zone of infiltration. In that
regard they are quite unlike the more usual fibrillary astrocytomas of the
cerebrum.
It is interesting that Hoyt has recently proposed that the optic nerve
tumors of this type probably are hamartomatous and have a self-limited growth
potential. My own experience with the lesion suggests that Doctor Hoyt may
well be correct.

)

In general, such patients have a good survival after total or even partial
resection. One note of caution: very rarely the periphery of a glioblastoma
may show this pattern. This is very unusual.

